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Abstract— this paper a contrivance of inverter of cascaded 

type is presented in which the number of switches needed is 

lowered compared to usual used inverters. In this paper, 

concept which discussed are THD and low dv/dt   for 

multilevel converters. This topology is also work on high 

power quality and lower harmonic components. And also 

better work for electromagnetic consistence and low dv/dt as 

well as lower switching losses. This Theory also presented 

different   voltage  source in generating all voltage levels as 

positive or negative is verified by using the 

MATLAB/SIMULINK results of a 7,13 &19 -level 1-phase 

& 3-phase inverter. This paper main focused on T.H.D, 

dv/dt losses, single phase and three phase 7 level, 13 levels, 

19 level inverter. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 

This paper presents as recent research in applications of 

cascaded multilevel converters. cascade multi level inverter 

are given are a very interesting solution in  power 

distribution systems and also renewable energy d.c sources. 

Multilevel inverter or rectifier are more finding 

considerable attention in academia and industry as one of 

the preferred  for high power conversion applications, such 

as traction drives, active filters, reactive power 

compensators, photovoltaic power conversion, 

uninterruptible power supplies, static compensators and 

flexible AC transmission systems. In point of view, there are 

different three multilevel converter topologies. In this paper 

some of them which are following first is Diode-Clamped 

Multilevel Converter which is based on the neutral-point-

clamper inverter topology introduced,  second   Capacitor-

Clamped Multilevel Converter also known as flying 

capacitor or multi cell converter  and  third one is Cascaded 

multi cell Converter   which is Cascaded H-bridge 

Multilevel Converter .  

The disadvantage shown in diode clamped 

multilevel inverter topology is that it does not use high 

power range. if it use  it require more high power diode for 

operations in  the high power range.  Second one is In flying 

capacitor  method is required more flying capacitor  if their 

method to be considered. The first topology introduced is 

the series H-bridge obtained by connected two different d.c 

source . This topology consists different series d.c source 

power conversion as cells . this d.c cell solve inform the 

cascaded H- bridge multilevel inverter .The power level in 

d.c series  will be calculate easily with different equations. 

This topology has some disadvantage which is large number 

of isolated d.c voltage is required to supply each cell and 

also needed separately for pulse isolation.  This topology 

has high number of step voltage multilevel inverter with 

lower number switches has a high number steps of power. 

this topology  is generate all level odd and even output 

wave. The calculation for output voltage is very easy . In 

this topology also more benefit as compare Pulse with 

modulation technique. 

Multilevel inverter more useful for in medium level 

industry as power control, speed control, and other 

application. It’s also for power distribution, power 

controlling and power quality. It is important switching 

device such as IGBT and MOSFET to produce high level 

output. By Using that concept, the power conversion is 

performed in small voltage steps, resulting in better power 

and high-voltage applications due to  produce stepped 

output voltage waveform and negligible harmonic content  . 

So it attain higher voltages with a limited switch device 

rating. Basically, the harmonic content in  output waveform 

decreases significantly with the number of inverter levels 

increases. 

 
Fig 1: two cascade 7 level block diagram 

II. CASCADE TOPOLOGY 

Cascade topology are more efficient in high voltage with 

high capability and also lower switch so their will low 

switching losses. 

A. Methods of Cascade topology 

1) First method symmetric multi level inverter 

In this method , all of DC voltage sources in  this method 

are same  as Vdc, so inverter is known as symmetrical multi 

level inverter. The  maximum output voltage  is obtained by 

in this method  as  steps by N step = p+1 .The ‘‘maximum”  

word is used because of that it will be possible create value 

for all different states of the switches. The maximum Vo 

max output voltage  presented by   

Vo max=p*V DC. 

2) Second Method Concept Of Cascade Theory  

Basically concept of cascade theory is introduced by two H 

bridge 7 level inverter as shown  in figure 2.This topology 

needed two d.c source such as renewable source or capacitor  

and connected it on input side and also there are already 

available  AC voltage which will be converted in DC 

sources  by generated using isolated transformers and 

rectifiers. 

Generally structure of cascaded multilevel inverter 

for single phase consists with two d.c  voltage sources . if  
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voltage source Vs1 and Vs2 is connected in cascade with 

other source. All H-bridge consists of four active switching 

elements as igbt. So to get positive, negative or zero level by 

using switching sequence. Basically, multilevel power 

inverter topology employs multiple voltage of equal or 

double magnitudes. 

If number of sources are p in H-bridge 

Numbers of output level N=2 

If p= 3 the output wave form has 7 level (3,2,1,0,-

1,-2,-3); 

The number switching stage can be calculated by 

this way, 

Vn=Vdc(n=1,2,3…) 

N-step=4p 

3) Third Method  

Third method is use as multiplier in input of d.c voltage 

such shown below, 

Va= a*V  DC           

where a is multiplier 

( a = 1,2,3.…  n  ) 

V q = 2 V DC For  q=1,2,3…… 

The maximum output voltage steps can be 

determined by this equation:  N step= 2p 

III. 7-LEVEL INVERTER TOPOLOGY 

Construction of 7 level inverter same as 5th and 3thlevel 

inverter. The difference here is only pulse signal and 

switching device. Here we are taking six carrier signals for 

seven level. There are six  pulse three of them positive half 

cycle other of them for negative half negative half cycle. 

A. Pulse Generation Analysis 

Other view for total cost  of inverter by using numbers of 

switch required. Therefore, in order to calculate this index 

which shown in below index diagram.  

In this diagram  consider 1= on, 0=off 

Overall output voltage of equations suggested. 

Cascade multi-level inverter Vo=V1+V2+……+Vn 

Switch equations will be in this fashion S1,S2…..Sn-1. 

 G1 G2 G3 G4 G5 G6 Vo 

1 1 0 0 0 1 0 Va 

2 0 0 1 0 0 1 Vb 

3 1 0 1 0 0 0 Va+Vb 

4 0 0 1 0 0 1 Vb 

5 1 0 0 0 1 0 Va 

6 0 0 0 0 1 1 0 

7 0 1 0 0 0 1 -Va 

8 0 0 0 1 1 0 -Vb 

9 0 1 0 1 0 0 -Va-Vb 

10 0 0 0 1 1 0 -Vb 

11 0 1 0 0 0 1 -Va 

12 0 0 0 0 1 1 0 

B. Simulation Analysis of 7 Level Inverter with R Load 

 
Fig. 4: Output Voltage of 7 level inverter 

 
Fig. 5: FFT analysis of 7 level inverter 

C. Working process: 

Working process shown power diagram fig 3.1.1 For seven 

level inverter For first half positive cycle, when IGBT 

number S1 and S5 are triggered then we get V1 positive. As 

discussed by theory V2 is 2time then V1.so after completed 

first step second step is IGBT S3 and S6 triggered then we 

get V2 on output side. The third step is IGBT S3and S1 is 

triggered as shown in pulse generation table. After that 

second step is repeat so IGBT S3 and S6 triggered then we 

get V2 on output side. Then first step further come and 

repeat so IGBT number S1 and S5 are triggered then we get 

V1 positive. 

After completed positive cycle of first half cycle, 

negative half cycle process are there. When IGBT number 

S2 and S6 are triggered then we get V1 negative. As 

discussed by theory V2 is 2time then V1.so after completed 

first step second step is IGBT S4 and S5 triggered then we 

get V2 negative on output side. The third step is IGBT S2 

and S4 is triggered as shown in pulse generation table. After 

that second step is repeat so IGBT S4 and S5 triggered then 

we get V2 negative on output side. Then first step further 

come and repeat so IGBT number S1 and S5 are triggered 

then we get V1 negative. This process for first half cycle 

then process is repeat and completed cycle 
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D. Simulation Diagrams with its FFT analysis 

Figure Shown Below are simulation analysis  result 

waveforms with FFT analysis shown besides them this 

results are shown for 7-level, 13-level and 19-level inverters 

respectively. A basic7-level inverter schematic circuit block 

is shown in above figure.  

 
Figure 3. Schematic circuit of 7-level inverter 

 
Fig .4 simulation wave of 7 level inverter 

 
Fig .5 FFT analysis of 7 level inverter 

 
Fig. 6: simulation wave of 13 level inverter 

 
Fig. 7: FFT analysis of 13 level inverter 

 
Fig. 8: simulation wave of 19level inverter 

 
Fig. 9: FFT analysis of 19 level inverter 
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Fig. 10: 3-phase 13-level line voltage inverter output 

Specification: Motor: squirrel cage, 

RPM: 1430 rpm, 

Voltage: 400 V, 50Hz 

Power: 5.4 H.P. (4kW) 

 
Fig.11 simulation circuit of 19-level inverter 

 
Fig. 12: Current vs time and Speed vs time graph 

E. Result of pulse generation by hardware circuit 

S1 S2 

S3 S4 

S5 
 

S6 

F. Output on hardware Of 7 level 

 
Inverter (V1=10 and V2=20 volt) 

Fig. 13: Output voltage of 7-level inverter 

 
Fig. 14: Output voltage with different scale of 7 level 

inverter 

 
Fig. 15: Final Hardware of 7 level inverter 
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IV. CONCLUSION 

A new topology of cascade multilevel invert with increase 

level with few of switch and this topology also generated 

high voltage capability with all level odd as well as even 

level with low input DC voltage .This topology also reduced 

THD, dv/dt loss , switching losses with increase switching 

device. 
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